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Novel starch/fiber composites with open cell structures were proposed through thermo-cavity molding. To

overcome the disadvantage of the water sensitivity of the resulting composites, poly-methyltriethoxysilane

(PTS) was added as a waterproofing agent. The results showed that the addition of PTS improved the

waterproof property of the composites. The composites with 15 g PTS (PTS-15) exhibited an optimal

waterproof property. The water contact angle and drop absorption of the PTS-15 composites improved by

59.9% and 223.5%, respectively, compared with the values for those without PTS. Moreover, the addition of

PTS could effectively prevent the degradation of the mechanical properties of the composites after water

absorption. The rate of tensile property degradation for the PTS-15 composites reached 5.3%, whereas that

for the PTS-0 composites totaled 56.6%. The chemical bonds and micro-structure of the composites were

investigated to reveal the inherent mechanism of property changes. Fourier transform infrared spectra

revealed the formation of new hydrogen bonds between starch and PTS. Hydrophobic groups, including

Si–O–Si, Si–C, and Si–OH, were found in the resulting composites, thereby explaining the waterproof

property changes. Scanning electron microscopy images showed that the open cell structure of the

composites initially became denser and then loosened with the increase in the PTS content, resulting in the

initial enhancement and the subsequent weakening of their mechanical properties.
1. Introduction

At present, with the rapid development of express packaging
industries, the problems including environmental pollution and
non-renewable resource consumption caused by plastic packing
materials have become prevailing concerns among environ-
mental science communities.1–3 To solve these issues, scholars
have focused on identifying biodegradable composites prepared
using renewable natural polymers (e.g., starch, ber, lignin, pol-
ylactic acid (PLA), poly-b-hydroxybutyrate (PHB), and chitosan).4,5

In particular, plant ber and starch, as the most abundant
organic compounds found in nature, are ideal materials for the
preparation of biomass composites. However, the natural starch-
based composites feature poor mechanical properties given their
high hydrophilicity and crystallinity.6 Several strategies have been
investigated to minimize or overcome these poor characteristics;
these strategies include blending thermoplastic starch (TPS) with
different biodegradable polymers such as polyvinyl alcohol
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(PVA),7 polycaprolactone,8 polylactic acid,9 cellulose bers10 or
plant bers.11

In addition, scholars have focused on the research of starch
modication methods, including esterication,12 ether-
ication,13 oxidation,6,14 gra-copolymerization,15 and plastici-
zation.6,16 Zhang17,18 investigated a starch modication method
combining oxidation and plasticization. This method can form
additional hydrogen bonds between TPOS and the sisal ber,
thereby improving the mechanical properties of the composites
but reducing their waterproof property. The effects of citric acid
on the properties of glycerol-plasticized thermoplastic starch
(GPTPS) were studied by Yu J. G.19 Citric acid can also improve
the elongation of GPTPS and ameliorate its water resistance at
high relative humidity (RH). However, citric acid decreases the
tensile stress. Cova A.20 obtained modied cassava derivatives
by modifying the native cassava starch (CS) with octenyl suc-
cinic anhydride (OSA). The results showed that OSA modica-
tion yielded a more hydrophobic material than native CS. Ma
X.21 prepared pea starch-based composites reinforced with citric
acid-modied pea starch (CAPS) and citric acid-modied rice
starch (CARS) by screw extrusion. The introduction of granular
CAPS and CARS improved the storage modulus, glass transition
temperature, tensile strength, and water vapor barrier proper-
ties of the composites but decreased their thermal stability. The
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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Table 1 Experimental equipment

Equipment Specication

Hot-embossing machine with double column
thermoforming mold

Custom-
made

Electronic constant temperature water bath HHS-2
Precision by force electric mixer JJ-1
Electric thermostat blast drying oven DHG
Graphite bent crystal monochromator BDX2000
Nickel–copper lter radiator YS20B
FT-IR spectrometer TENSOR 37
Electronic tensile machine XLW(L)-PC
Carton compression testing machine XYD-15K
Scanning electron microscope FEG250
Contact angle instrument XG-CAMB
Constant humidity testing machine RHP-800BT
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results showed the complex preparation technology, which
cannot simultaneously satisfy the mechanical and waterproof
properties of the composites.

Starch and ber, as the main components of starch-based
biomass composites, are hydrophilic polymers. Therefore, the
waterproof property of starch-based biomass composites is seri-
ously inadequate. Specic methods are necessary to improve this
characteristic. Wang22 suggested that the hydrophobic surface
with an oligosilazane coating inhibits water absorption, showing
potential for application as a waterproof surface coating for
electromagnetic wave-transmitting materials. Han Y.23 prepared
trays using a starch foam reinforced with an aspen wood ber.
The tray surface was treated with CF4 and SF6 plasma to obtain
hydrophobic properties. Lee24 proposed a medical dressing using
the polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) membrane. The non-porous
face of the PDMS lm provided a natural waterproong barrier
against intrusion by microbes and contaminants. Gong25 indi-
cated that blending an organosilicon hydrophobic agent with
cement effectively improved the waterproof performance of
a thermal insulation mortar. Lu X.26 observed that the textile
treated with VO2@TiO2 and TiO2 multi-scale hybrid particles
showed hydrophobicity, self-cleaning properties, and improved
durability. Scholars have shown that surface treatment with low-
temperature plasma can enhance the waterproof property of the
composites but at an extremely high cost of commercialization.
Organic silicon and other materials are widely used for water-
proong in the construction industry.

Starchmodication can improve the mechanical properties of
starch–ber composites, but it reduces the waterproof property at
the same time. Moreover, the preparation of composites by
plasma surface treatment is expensive. Meanwhile, the inclusion
of additives cannot evidently improve the waterproof property,
and the additives are not environment friendly.

Based on these considerations, we prepared waterproof
starch-based composites using plasticized and modied starch
as the binder and poly-methyltriethoxysilane (PTS) as the
waterproong additive. Starch modication can destroy the
internal crystalline structure of starch, thus increasing the
number of free branched chains in the crystallization area and
resulting in a better combination of starch and ber. Such
a combination can improve the mechanical properties of the
starch-based composites. The addition of PTS can result in the
formation of hydrophobic chemical bonds, namely, Si–O–Si, Si–
C, and C–O–Si between starch and the PTS molecules, and these
bonds can prevent the water molecules from passing through.
Moreover, organosilicon is a green material that causes zero
pollution to the environment.

2. Experimental
2.1 Materials and equipment

2.1.1 Materials. Sisal bers with an average length of 5–
10 mm were prepared. The length-to-diameter ratio of the sisal
bers was 120. Sweet potato starch (SPS) was purchased from
Hebei Yanxing Chemical Industry Co. Ltd. (Hebei, China).
Polymethyl triethoxy silane (PTS) was purchased from Xingfei-
long Chemical Co. Ltd. (Jinan, China). Talcum powder as the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
lling agent was purchased from Tianjin Fuyu Fine Chemical
Co. Ltd. (Tianjin, China). Azodicarbonamide (AC) as the foam-
ing agent (99% purity) was obtained from Jinan New Weiye Co.
Ltd. (Shandong, China). Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) (99% purity)
was acquired from Jinan Yuxing Chemical Co. Ltd. (Shandong,
China); NaOH, distilled water, and other additives were
purchased from Yantai Shuangshuang Chemical Co. Ltd.
(Shandong, China).

The main experimental equipment in this paper is shown in
Table 1.
2.2 Preparation of starch-based composites

2.2.1 Preparation of starch slurry. Starch slurries were
prepared according to the following procedure: 150 mL distilled
water was mixed with 50.0 g starch in a 500 mL round bottomed
ask and then stirred with a glass bar for 5 min. Glycerol and
ethylene glycol as plasticizers were added to the mixture in the
best ratio of 2 : 1.27 The mixture was heated for 30 min with
stirring at 85 �C. Subsequently, 10 g AC, 15 g PVA, and 30 g
talcum powder were added into the ask. Different amounts of
PTS (0 g, 5 g, 10 g, 15 g, and 20 g) were added into different
asks aer 20 min. Each group was labeled based on the mass
of PTS: PTS-0, PTS-5, PTS-10, PTS-15, and PTS-20. A preliminary
trial with the gradients of 2.5 g and 20 g was conducted before
the experiment. The experimental results showed that when the
gradient was 2.5 g, the change in the waterproof property was
negligible, whereas the slurry was difficult to form when the
addition amount reached 40 g. Therefore, we nally selected the
experimental scheme with 5 g as the gradient.

2.2.2 Preparation of alkaline bers. The sisal bers were
placed into the micro plant grinding machine for 5 min, and 3–
5 mm short sisal bers were obtained. Subsequently, the short
sisal bers were placed in NaOH solution with a mass fraction
of 5% for 5 h and then washed with distilled water until the pH
was 7. Finally, the processed sisal bers were placed in an
electric thermostat blast drying oven for 12 h at a temperature of
100 �C. Alkaline sisal bers were then obtained.

2.2.3 Preparation of the composites. As shown in Fig. 1, the
composite preparation is divided into four steps: ber treat-
ment, starch modication, slurry mixing, and thermo-cavity
foam formation.
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 19508–19517 | 19509



Fig. 1 Flow chart for the preparation of waterproof composites.
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Starch modication and ber treatment have been described
in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, respectively. The third step involves
slurry mixing. The modied starch and alkali-treated ber were
placed in a blender, and the other llings were added andmixed
for 20 min. Finally, the composite slurry was injected into the
cavity-foaming molding machine. The upper and lower molds
were closed to shape the slurry. Aer 10 s, the upper molds were
raised to a certain height, leaving the foaming area above the
slurry. Azodicarbonamide was used as the foaming agent. Aer
decomposition of the internal foaming agent of the slurry, gas
was released at 200 �C towards the foaming area. The foaming
area pressure was controlled at 2.5–3.0 MPa by a pressure
transducer and gas metering valve, whereas the temperature
was maintained from 195 �C to 205 �C by a temperature trans-
ducer and a heating plate. The upper and lower mold temper-
atures were set at 195 �C and 200 �C, respectively. Finally, ve
groups of new starch-based composites were prepared by
thermo-cavity foam molding aer 10 min. The group labels
were the same as those in Section 2.2.1, that is, PTS-0, PTS-5,
PTS-10, PTS-15, and PTS-20.
2.3 Property tests of the waterproong composites

2.3.1 Water absorption. The waterproof property of the
composites is generally characterized by water absorption.
Samples with a typical size of 20 mm � 20 mm � 2 mm (length
� width � height) were dried at 100 �C for 24 h. Aer weighing
(W0), the specimens were placed in the test machine at
a constant temperature (30 �C) and relative humidity (RH)
(65%) for six days. The samples were collected every day and
immediately weighed (W1). Then, the samples were returned
inside the machine. The water absorption (Ws) of samples was
calculated using the following equation:28

Ws ¼ W1 �W0

W0

� 100% (1)

2.3.2 Water contact angles. The test samples (20 mm �
20 mm � 5 mm) were placed horizontally on the experiment
platform of the contact angle measuring instrument.29 The
baseline for testing the soware interface is below the surface of
19510 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 19508–19517
the composite matrix. The knob above the needle was rotated to
add 50 mL distilled water every time. The value was tested and
recorded with the soware aer stabilization. Every sample was
tested thrice, and the experimental data were recorded. The
nal contact angle was considered as the average of three
measurements.

2.3.3 Drop absorption time measurement. The test
samples (20 mm � 20 mm � 5 mm) were placed horizontally
on the experiment platform. A 50 mL water droplet was placed
on the wood surface with a special pipette. The water uptake
time was measured when the droplet was placed onto the wood
surface. This time interval covers the impact of the droplet until
its complete penetration into the wood (no optical reections
were observed). In this analysis, a water drop was placed on the
surface at nearly 100% saturated atmosphere to eliminate
evaporation as a competing process.30
2.4 Characterization of mechanical properties

2.4.1 Experiments of compressive strength tests. The test
samples (100 mm � 100 mm � 25 mm) were prepared in
accordance with GB/T 8168-2008 China using the standard
method A. A XYD-15K compression testing machine was pre-
loaded with 5 kN of the specimens with thickness that was
regarded as the original thickness. The XYD-15K compression
testing machine loaded the sample at 12 mm min�1 along the
thickness and automatically recorded the load values. The
compressive strength and strain were then calculated.

2.4.2 Tensile strength test. The test samples were prepared
according to GB/T 9641-88 China. The tensile specimens were
drawn using a smart electronic tensile tester at 25 mm min�1

for tensile strength testing.
All measurements were conducted on the ve samples, and

the maximum and minimum values were removed. The three
remaining numbers were averaged (Fig. 2).

2.4.3 Cushion performance test. The data were obtained
from the compressive strength test, and the stress–strain curve
of the sample was plotted to calculate the increment in the unit
volume of the sample under different stress conditions to
obtain the compressive energy absorption efficiency.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 2 Before and after drawing of the tensile strength test sample.
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According to the above two formulas, a stress–strain curve
was drawn by calculating the experimental data. The energy
absorption efficiency–stress (E–s) curve was obtained through
calculation.

The formula for compressive stress is

s ¼ P

A
� 106 (2)

where s is the compressive stress (Pa); P is the compressive load
(N); and A is the experimental sample bearing area (mm2).

The formula for strain is

3 ¼ Tj

T
� 100% (3)

where 3 is the compressive strain of the standard method A (%),
T is the original thickness of the sample (mm), and Tj is the
thickness during the compressive stress test (mm).

According to the above steps, a stress–strain curve was drawn
by calculating the experimental data. The energy absorption
efficiency–stress curve (E–s) was obtained through calculation.
The energy absorption efficiency formula31 is as follows:

E ¼
Ð 3
0
sð3Þd3
sð3Þ (4)

Here, E is the energy absorption efficiency corresponding to
strain 3 and s(3) is the stress corresponding to strain 3.
Fig. 3 Water absorption of the composites with different masses of
PTS.
2.5 Micro-characterization of starch and composites

2.5.1 X-ray diffraction experiment. The different starch
samples were dried in a vacuum oven at 85 �C for 15 h to obtain
anhydrous starch, which was ground using an agate mortar and
then run through a 200-mesh sieve. The compacted sample was
at and its surface was parallel to the glass frame. The assay was
performed at room temperature by using Ni-ltered Cu radia-
tion and a curved graphite crystal monochromator. The slit
system was DS/RS/SS ¼ 1�/0.16 mm/1�. The angle interval of 5–
65� was analyzed at 5� min�1.

2.5.2 Infrared spectrum analysis. Anhydrous starch (5 mg)
was mixed with KBr (150 mg) and milled thoroughly to reach
a particle diameter of <2.5 mm. The mixtures were compressed
into pellets under approximately 10–12 MPa and then analyzed
using a VERTEX-70 Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
spectrometer. The spectra were recorded at a resolution of
2 cm�1 in the range of 400–4000 cm�1.

2.5.3 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of the compos-
ites. The spatial structure of starch-based composites was
investigated under a scanning electron microscope (FEG250) at
an accelerating voltage of 10 kV. Prior to SEM, all the samples
were mounted on a piece of aluminum by using a carbon ribbon
and sputtered on the surface to produce a conductive sample.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Waterproof property analysis of the composites

Fig. 3 shows the water absorption of the composites with
different masses of PTS as the waterproof additive. The water-
proof property of the composites improved at a low water
absorption value.32 Aer six days of the experiment, the water
absorption values reached 49.1%, 31.2%, 19.6%, 17.1%, and
23%. As shown in Fig. 3, the water absorption value of the
composite without PTS (PTS-0) is signicantly higher than that
of the others, indicating that the addition of PTS can effectively
enhance the waterproof property of the composites. However,
with the increase in PTS, the water absorption initially
decreased and then increased, thereby indicating that the
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 19508–19517 | 19511
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waterproof property of the composite initially increased and
then decreased. Moreover, PTS-15 exhibited optimal waterproof
property.

The PTS molecules contain main chains consisting of Si–O–
Si and side chains composed of organic groups. A layer of non-
polar organic groups exists outside the main chain of the PTS
molecules, resulting in the compound's good hydrophobicity.
In the composite preparation, with the increase in temperature,
PTS tightly combined with the –OH group in starch, and such
a condition not only prevented the formation of intermolecular
hydrogen bonds between starch and the ber but also formed
a hydrophobic lm with low surface tension on the surface of
Fig. 4 Water contact angles within 12 min.

19512 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 19508–19517
starch and the ber molecules. Water molecules could not
penetrate the composite, resulting in excellent waterproof
property. With the addition of PTS (PTS-5–PTS-15), the water-
proof lm on the starch and ber molecule surfaces became
increasingly dense. However, when the mass of PTS reached
a certain level (PTS-20), the PTS molecules combined, thereby
decreasing the waterproof property. However, the waterproof
property was still better than that observed without PTS (PTS-0).

Contact angle refers to the tangent line at the intersection of
air, liquid, and solid at the air–liquid interface. This tangent
line, which is a measure of wettability, features an angle q

between the liquid and the solid–liquid boundary. The contact
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 5 Energy absorption efficiency of composites with different
masses of PTS.
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angle of water on the composite surface is an important
parameter to measure the wettability of water on the composite
surface. When q < 65�, the composite surface is hydrophilic;
when q > 65�, the composite surface exhibits waterproof prop-
erty. Thus, the waterproof property of the composite surface will
improve with the increase in the water contact angle q.33

Fig. 4 displays the water contact angle of the composites with
different masses of PTS within 12 min. The results of contact
angle are shown in the upper right corner of each image. The
contact angle of the composite without PTS (PTS-0) was obvi-
ously less than those of the other composites, which indicated
that the addition of PTS can improve the waterproof property of
the composites. Aer 3 min, the contact angle of PTS-0 was less
than 65�, whichmeans that it became hydrophilic. However, the
contact angles of the other four composites were still more than
65� within 12 min, which proved that the composites with PTS
have great hydrophobicity. PTS-15 presented the largest water
contact angle, conrming that this composite possessed the
best waterproof property (Fig. 3).

Drop absorption time is used to represent the time from the
contact between the water droplet and the composite surface to
complete absorption by the composite. A longer water drop
absorption time indicates improved waterproof property of the
composites.34

Table 2 provides the data of the drop absorption time and
the differences. The table shows that the addition of PTS
extended the drop absorption time. PTS-15 exhibited the
longest drop absorption time (3378 � 50 s), conrming the
conclusions in Fig. 3 and 4.

3.2 Mechanical property analysis

Fig. 5 shows the energy absorption efficiency of the composites
with different masses of PTS. The cushioning property of
composites is generally characterized by the energy absorption
efficiency. High energy absorption efficiency implies improved
cushioning properties of the composites.35

As shown in Fig. 5, with the increase in stress, the energy
absorption efficiency of the composites with different masses of
PTS rapidly increases and then decreases slowly. The maximum
energy absorption efficiency values totaled 23.89% (PTS-0),
24.47% (PTS-5), 24.64% (PTS-10), 25.16% (PTS-15), and
23.15% (PTS-20). The energy absorption efficiencies of the
composites differed with the addition of different masses of
PTS, conrming that the addition of PTS can affect the cush-
ioning property of the composites. PTS-15 showed the best
cushioning property among the composites.
Table 2 Waterproof index of the composites

Sample PTS
Drop absorption
time

PTS-0 0 g 1044 � 70 s
PTS-5 5 g 3088 � 65 s
PTS-10 10 g 3166 � 55 s
PTS-15 15 g 3378 � 50 s
PTS-20 20 g 2774 � 75 s

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
Four groups of samples were prepared, with each group
consisting of ve samples from PTS-0 to PTS-20. The composites
were placed in a test machine at a constant temperature (30 �C)
and relative humidity (RH) (65%) for six days (the experimental
conditions were the same as those given in Section 2.3.1). The
tensile property test was conducted per group every two days.
The test results are shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 shows that the rates of change in the tensile properties
of PTS-0, PTS-5, PTS-10, PTS-15, and PTS-20 reach 56.6%,
15.9%, 15.6%, 5.3%, and 18.5%, respectively. Fig. 6 also shows
that the rate of change in the tensile property of PTS-0 is larger
than that of the others and that of PTS-15 is the smallest among
the ve samples. Thus, the addition of PTS can effectively
prevent the degradation of the mechanical properties of the
composites aer absorbing water.
Fig. 6 Tensile properties of the composites under different humidi-
fication times.

RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 19508–19517 | 19513



Fig. 8 Molecular model of PTS and starch combination through new
hydrogen bonds.
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3.3 Microscopic mechanism analysis

We tested the FT-IR spectra of starch slurry to further explore
the reasons for changes in the waterproof and mechanical
properties of the composites.

In the IR spectra of the starch–ber composites, the
absorption peak associated with the stretching oscillation of the
O–H (hydroxyl) group is found at approximately 3645–
3300 cm�1. The hydrogen-bonding effect changed the stretch-
ing vibration frequency of the O–H (hydroxyl) group in the
infrared spectrum, including the shi in the absorption peak
towards low frequency. Thus, a low wavenumber indicates
a strong hydrogen bond.36 Fig. 7 shows that the FT-IR spectra of
the slurry in PTS-0 and PTS-15 are in the range of 4000–
1500 cm�1. As shown in Fig. 7, the peak value for O–H
absorption of the slurry prepared using 0 g PTS is
3398.479 cm�1. The peak value for O–H absorption of the slurry
prepared using PTS-15 shied to a low frequency at
3336.759 cm�1, revealing that new hydrogen bonds were formed
between PTS and starch. Other results showed that the forma-
tion of hydroxyl functional groups was related to the absorption
peak that shied to a lower wavenumber.37,38 The spectra in
Fig. 7 evidently reveal the hydrogen bonds between starch and
PTS. The formation of new hydrogen bonds proved the differ-
ences in the mechanical properties of the composites.

Fig. 8 shows themolecular model for the combination of PTS
and starch through new hydrogen bonds. When glycerin and
glycol were added to starch, the starch microstructure changed
and the compatibility or homogeneity of the blending
composites improved.39

In physics, plasticizers can dissolve the crystal structure of
starch granules. Glycerin provides mobility to the plasticizer
system, endowing it with the capacity to penetrate and diffuse
through the starch granules.40

In chemistry, glycerin and glycol as plasticizers can be effi-
cient in disrupting the chemical bonds holding the starch
molecules together. They expose the hydrogen and oxygen
atoms in starch to form new hydrogen bonds with PTS, as
shown in Fig. 8.
Fig. 7 FT-IR spectra (4000–1500 cm�1) of PTS-0 and PTS-15.

19514 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 19508–19517
Fig. 9 shows the FTIR spectra of the composites with
different masses of PTS in the range of 1500–600 cm�1.
Compared with PTS-0, the other composites showed new
absorption peaks at 1024.172 and 877.586 cm�1. The vibration
frequency table of organic groups indicates that the composites
form hydrophobic groups, namely, Si–C, Si–OH, and Si–O–Si,
which are observed at 877.586, 900.732, and 1024.172 cm�1,41

respectively, thus explaining the waterproof characteristics of
the composites with PTS.

We tested starch with different masses of PTS using X-ray
diffraction to explore the relationship between the microscopic
mechanism and the mechanical properties of the composites.
Starch molecules comprise crystallization and amorphous zones.
The size of the crystallization zone can be expressed by crystal-
linity. The degree of crystallinity, which is the percentage of
crystalline regions with respect to the total material, is a valuable
parameter to consider because it inuences the physical,
mechanical, and technological properties of materials.42 When
the crystallization zone is small, more free branched chains are
present in the starch molecules; these chains can aid in the
Fig. 9 FTIR spectra (600–1500 cm�1).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 10 X-ray diffraction patterns of starch with different masses of PTS.
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combination of starch and ber molecules, thereby leading to
better mechanical properties of the composites.

Fig. 10 illustrates the test results. The analysis results
showed that the crystallization, peak shape, and position of the
ve groups were almost consistent. Of note, TPS is an amor-
phous substance. Fig. 9 shows that the addition of PTS caused
no effect on the crystalline structure of starch molecules. In
Fig. 11 SEM images of the composites with different masses of PTS: (a)

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
other words, the change in the mechanical properties is inde-
pendent of the crystalline structure.
3.4 Micromorphology analysis

We conducted SEM analysis of the composites with different
masses of PTS to further investigate the related micro-
mechanism; the results are shown in Fig. 11.

An open cell microstructure is related to the mechanical
properties of composites. The wall of an open cell structure is
used as the supporting structure of the composites. Therefore,
the supporting structure and the mechanical properties of the
composites will only improve under large numbers of open cell
structures in the composites and their even distribution.

As shown in Fig. 11, there are four microscopic open cell
structure images of the composites with different masses of
PTS. The open cell structures become increasingly dense, as
shown in Fig. 11(a)–(c). However, the open cell structure
becomes larger, as shown in Fig. 11(d). This phenomenon was
consistent with the mechanical properties of the composites
with different masses of PTS. This phenomenon is attributed to
the following reasons: (1) the addition of PTS can combine the
starch and ber to form more hydrogen bonds, thereby
increasing the compatibility between the starch and ber
molecules, thus resulting in more uniform distribution; (2) the
addition of PTS as a liquid would increase the rheological
properties of the starch slurry.43 Thus, the composite owed
PTS-5; (b) PTS-10; (c) PTS-15; (d) PTS-20.

RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 19508–19517 | 19515
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more easily in the mold to result in even distribution. However,
when PTS was added in a certain amount, the concentration of
the starch slurry decreased and the internal structure of the
composite was affected; thus, the microstructure deteriorated.

4. Conclusion

Novel biodegradable composites with open cell structures were
prepared through thermo-cavity foammolding using starch and
ber as the main raw materials. To overcome the disadvantage
of the water sensitivity of the resulting composites, PTS was
added as a waterproof agent.

The waterproof property initially increased and then
decreased with the increase in PTS. Moreover, the PTS-15
composite exhibited optimal waterproof property, achieving
a contact angle of 126.38 and drop absorption time of 3378 �
50 s, which improved by 59.9% and 223.5%, respectively,
compared with those of PTS-0.

The addition of PTS effectively prevented the degradation of
the mechanical properties of the composites aer water
absorption. The rates of change in the tensile properties of PTS-
15 and PTS-0 composites reached 5.3% and 56.6%, respectively.

The peak value for O–H absorption of the PTS-15 composites
shied to a low frequency from 3398.479 cm�1 to 3336.759 cm�1,
which revealed the formation of new hydrogen bonds in the
resulting composites. The Si–O–Si, Si–C, and Si–OH hydrophobic
groups were also detected in the FTIR spectra of the composites,
thereby explaining the changes in the waterproof properties of
the composites. The SEM images show that on increasing the PTS
content, the open cell structure of the composites initially
becomes dense and then loosens. In addition, the PTS-15
composite exhibited an optimal uniform open cell structure.
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